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PAID ARTICLE

Endrich's presence on the display and
embedded computer market
Dipl.Ing. Zoltan Kiss Sales manager East Europe /
Endrich Bauelemente Vertriebs GmbH
How is Endrich's presence in the display market?
Endrich is a leading electronic component distributor and design-in house with a
long history of over 40 years, based in Nagold, Germany. We are listed among
Europe's top ten distributors on this field, and our presence in the EEU countries is
also growing in importance. We act as the local technical department of our suppliers, do component distribution, being able to offer technical solutions to our clients
as well as tailor-made logistics services.
Endrich is one of the major display solution provider on the market offering solutions from simple monochrome segment base or graphics LCD glasses, a big range
of TFT-modules (without touch, with resistive or projective-capacitive touch), as well
as OLEDs. The portfolio includes industrial and sunlight readable TFTs with a long
term availability.
Recently Endrich extended its portfolio with embedded solutions. In the range of
embedded boards we offer Single Board Computers as well as Computer-on-Modules. All types have a good long-term availability. Being active in the Bulgarian
market since 12 years, we have long term relation with number of local companies,
and we expect to exceed the turnover of 1.5 MEurs in 2018 with conventional components, our plan is to create also remarkable success with our display solutions.
Can you describe the technical support you are able to offer?
All our sales people are educated electrical engineers. We continuously offer
trainings to them as well as we put emphasis to educate our customers. We often
organize technical days, and recently issued a book, a collection of my technical
articles addressing the electronic design engineers to help them finding right solutions for their everyday challenges. We have also a number of readers in Bulgaria,
and hope for having more of them, as we distribute this book free of charge in print
and as on-line media. We offer to our customers technical material, discussions,
solutions, usually free product samples, later professional logistics support and
reliable long-term partnership.
On what kind of products does Endrich earn main part of turnover, and
what are the ones for the future?
We distribute components of a large variety, from simplest passive components
to high standard sensor solutions. Our main activities are focused on five area:
passive components, optoelectronics, sensors, electro-mechanics and high frequency components. Number of Bulgarian companies consider using our parts
already and we work on enlarging the interest. As being recently active on the
display and embedded solution field, I would like to emphasize one of our special
product families, which is the DLOGIC Smart Displays. This technology helps in
achieving fast time-to-market to manufacturers of several end products, which
need a reliable human - machine interface, a bright and vandal proof display with
a capacitive touch panel embedded.
What does phrase "Smart Display" mean?
In traditional equipments engineers used to integrate TFT panels, that require a
certain level of knowledge of both hardware and software design, production experience and usually require special care to build in. It is easy to make mistakes or
failing design. With using smart displays, - which are in fact Linux based panel computers - the need of hardware design can be minimized, the "look-and-feel" of the
human-machine interface solution can be optimized with software only. The development time reduced and the professional display will satisfy all the users. The
solution is robust, reliable and easy to implement. It is able to offer a 21st century
"keypad" solution with video streaming and other fancy possibilities making able to
use them in harsh industrial environment such as car wash, manufacturing hall,
nautical or in outdoor wending machine or even laboratory / medical applications.
These closed embedded solutions are available in patented aluminum-housing as
well as different performance levels of the ARM Freescale CPUs
What if customers do not require ARM technology, but prefer x86 based
Intel solutions?
For a lot of our customers it is not enough to have a smart display board, they
require more calculation power, Windows support , larger industrial screens , and
run their own programs on an industry standard panel PC. Therefore Endrich started
a partnership with Faytech, a reliable manufacturer of industrial grade panel PCs
and extreme reliable touch monitors. We provide access to our customers to the
broad line of Faytech Industrial product such as industrial docking computers and
docking LCD touch panels and we also provide technical and design-in support. This
revolutionary Touch PC technology is the perfect solution for any industrial applications. With the closely fitting 100-pin docking station connector on the back-case, the
PC is connected to the LCD Panel and held in place by magnets. The strong fitting

metal frame on aluminum case and the edge-to-edge cover glass on the display
make the device neat-looking and modern.
Every touch display model is built for reliability and extended service (at least
30,000 hours). The unit has an industrial HD LCD panel with energy-efficient LED
backlight technology, A+ quality, wide viewing angle and equipped with multi touch
panel, which in combination creates a perfect interactive solution for machine control

or any other related application. The small industrial PC is powered by the brand
new fay-003 industrial mainboard with Intel® Atom Apollo Lake N3350 processor
and Intel® HD Graphics chipset. It has pre-installed Linux Ubuntu, integrated Wi-Fi,
USB ports, serial connectors, as well as several audio, video and many more connector ports.
I would ask the readers to inquire more information from our office, we may also
offer local trainings and live demonstration on site about the possibilities of this technology.

Zoltan Kiss
Sales manager - Eastern Europe
e-mail: z.kiss@endrich.com
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Pulling the Peripheral Trigger
Applications that are made easier by using a peripheral trigger generator
Ravikiran Shetty, Microchip Technology
Today's embedded applications are extremely complex
with a single microcontroller handling multiple functions.
These applications demand enhanced safety and optimal execution time with real-time response, along with
seamlessly synchronizing various functions. From motor
control with integrated power factor correction to handling
light intensity, complex applications require switching
among various modules with ease. Processor driven timing and sequencing solutions are subject to inherent latencies, which cannot always be accurately predicted.
This approach also consumes precious CPU bandwidth,
under-utilizing its capabilities, which could be off-loaded
to optimize the application performance. The Peripheral
Trigger Generator (PTG), a Core Independent Peripheral
(CIP), featured in Microchip's 16-bit dsPIC33 Digital Signal Controller (DSC) devices, enables precise timing and
sequencing of functions in complex applications to be
coordinated, while off-loading the CPU. Several examples are detailed to showcase how the PTG helps to
streamline peripheral sequencing for timing-critical applications such as controlling a motor with power factor
correction, controlling the intensity of light or generating
a constant frequency signal which also acts as a clock
source independent from the core. Since the PTG is core
independent, this work can be done while the CPU sleeps
to save power or focuses on other critical tasks.
As the name suggests, the PTG is a user-programmable
sequencer that generates triggers with complex input signal
sequences to coordinate the operation of other on-chip peripherals. Applications that use the PTG do so with other
peripherals, such as an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC),
Output Compare (OC), Pulse-Width Modulator (PWM), timers and interrupt controllers to achieve a complex sequence
of triggers and responses. The PTG not only reduces the
application dependency on the core but also solely takes
care of module interactions, which helps to reduce software
complexity and maintain modularity.
The PTG peripheral supports 8-bit commands, called the
step commands, to the PTG queue registers. Each 8-bit step
command is comprised of a 4-bit command code and a 4-bit
option field. These commands define a sequence of events
for generating output trigger signals to the peripherals. The
step commands can also be used to generate interrupt requests to the core.

Power factor and motor control

In an integrated Power Factor Correction (PFC) and motor control application, a single DSC controls a permanent
magnet synchronous motor using a Field Oriented Control
(FOC) scheme as well as the PFC converter. This application requires three PWM channels to control the motor
functioning and an additional PWM to control the PFC operation. An Output Compare (OC) peripheral can be used
to augment the number of PWM channels available to the
application, even beyond the number of high-speed PWM
channels available on the device.
The PWM peripheral together with an OC peripheral can be
used to generate the necessary signals for motor control and
PFC operation. However, in an application such as PFC, execution timing is very important making it necessary to complete various tasks within an optimal execution time. These
include synchronising motor control and PFC PWM, triggering ADC for conversion and switching ADC channels used for
motor control and PFC feedback signals.
These requirements can be achieved effectively using the
PTG peripheral, which can synchronise the high-speed
PWM and OC peripherals and generate ADC peripheral triggers by monitoring high-speed PWM peripheral edges. It
also monitors the "ADC conversion done" interrupt and generates appropriate interrupts, executing the FOC and digital
PFC control code. And it reduces CPU intervention, making
the peripheral handling core independent. This reduces the
overall power consumption of your application while freeing
up the CPU to perform more critical functions. The switching
frequency of motor control and PFC PWM should be selected such that it is in integral multiples.
The ADC in the dsPIC® DSC is capable of four-channel
simultaneous sampling. Both FOC and PFC algorithms have
their own analog channels that need to be sampled simultaneously, because the phase relationship of these signals is
key to implementing efficient control.

4
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The feedback signals of the motor control and PFC should
be selected such that, by alternating between the ADC channel selections, both motor control and PFC signals are sampled. The motor control and PFC signals can be connected
to the sample-and-hold (S&H) circuits before triggering the
ADC, based on the edges of the PWM. The channels should
be configured in such a way that, at the end of a four-channel sample and conversion sequence, the conversion results for either FOC or PFC are available in their corresponding ADC buffer registers.
After setting the channel selection bits to connect the
PFC feedback signals to the S&H circuit of an ADC, for
every PFC PWM cycle, a trigger has to be generated. Similarly, for every motor control PWM cycle, an ADC trigger
has to be generated after setting the channel selection bits
to connect the motor control feedback signals to the S&H
circuit of the ADC. Hence, the PTG peripheral is configured to generate an ADC trigger by monitoring the edges
of the motor control and PFC PWM pulses. In addition, two
PTG interrupts are generated to execute the code for FOC
and PFC, as shown in Fig. 1.

command underway and halts the sequencer. It then
issues a watchdog timer error interrupt to the CPU.
This acts as a safety feature to recover from a situation
where the ADC or PTG peripheral stops working. These
peripherals can be re-initialized and restarted within the
watchdog timer error interrupt.
The PTG will make the application core independent by
switching the ADC channels and monitoring peripherals
without the CPU peripheral's intervention. This enables the
CPU to be used for other tasks in the application.
The PTG alone will take care of all interactions within a
peripheral, which helps reduce software complexity and
maintain modularity. The PTG peripheral's watchdog timer
will help recover from any catastrophic failure, thereby providing a more robust application.

Constant frequency waveform

A PTG peripheral can be used to generate a constant
frequency signal which also acts as a clock source. The
PTG triggers a comparator which acts as a mask input
select. The PTG's trigger pulse width can be varied and
the PTG has its own timer. The peripheral trigger can
also work as a mask input select for the op amp and

Fig. 1: Code execution using PTG interrupts

Fig. 3: User-programmable masking function

As seen in this example, a PTG simplifies the implementation by efficiently sequencing the use of the ADC and
PWMs to achieve motor control and PFC implementation in
one dsPIC33 device.

comparator, as shown in Fig. 3.
Using this feature, a PTG output can be brought out
through a comparator peripheral. The comparator is configured such that the inverting input is connected to
ground and the non-inverting input is connected to an
internal reference voltage.
The trigger pulse will directly emerge as the comparator output. As long as the PTG generates triggers continuously, the
comparator will generate a constant frequency waveform. The
pulse width of the waveform will be one cycle of the PTG clock.
The on-off times can be controlled by the PTG timer and
pulse-width bits. The output pulse width will decide the off
time of the output waveform and the timer will decide the ontime of the output waveform, which is the delay between the
triggering comparator peripherals.
Depending on the comparator output polarity, the on-off
time will be controlled by either the timer or pulse-width bits.
The output frequency can also be controlled by a register
that acts as a clock divider.
By changing the comparator output polarity, a complementary waveform can be generated using four comparator peripherals. The width of the pulse can be modified using the
pulse-width bits, which reduce the frequency of the output.
Hence, a constant waveform can be generated using the
PTG and comparator peripherals.
Among the advantages of using the PTG in this application are that the output can act as a constant clock source
and run completely independent of the core. Using more
comparator peripherals, an even complementary waveform
can be generated. The PTG also works in power-saving
modes such as idle and sleep.

Lighting control

In a light intensity control application, a PWM generator
using an OC can be used to control the brightness of a light.
In this application, two OC peripherals are used and their
duty cycles are controlled by inputs obtained from two separate ADC channels. Depending on each ADC value, the duty
cycle is updated. The PTG peripheral supports a simpler
way of synchronising ADC and OC peripherals. In addition,
the PTG helps avoid a peripheral deadlock to enhance application safety.
To perform synchronisation, the circuit first monitors the
ADC and generates appropriate interrupts to change the
OC duty cycle. It then changes the ADC channel without
disturbing the CPU, as the PTG can do this independently. As an additional safety feature, in the event of an unexpected failure, the PTG peripheral has a dedicated
watchdog timer to monitor and perform the necessary required corrective actions. A block diagram of this application is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Output Compare duty cycle control
using PTG

The watchdog timer within the PTG peripheral will prevent a situation where the PTG waits indefinitely for an
external event when executing a command that waits
for a hardware trigger high-low state. In this application, the PTG will wait for an ADC-conversion-done trigger. Once enabled, the watchdog timer starts counting
when the command execution starts. It is disabled when
the command completes execution. If an expected
event fails to arrive before the watchdog timer time-out
period expires, the PTG peripheral aborts the failing

Summary

The PTG peripheral in Microchip's dsPIC33 Digital Signal Controller devices lets users design complex application sequences with increased flexibility for timing-critical
or power-critical applications. A PTG allows various peripherals to interact with each other with little to no CPU
interruption and enhances the capabilities of the existing
peripherals, thus expanding the possibilities of what any
given peripheral can accomplish.
Using a PTG peripheral provides faster response time and
reduced software burden. The peripheral also provides builtin functions, such as a dedicated watchdog timer, that increase functional safety.
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Kosovan pharmaceutical company gets
EBRD funding to build a greenfield logistics centre
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) said it was providing the largest
pharmaceutical distributor in Kosovo Santefarm a
loan to support the company in the construction of
a greenfield logistics centre. Santefarm is supplying generic and branded drugs, over-the-counter
products and medical materials to more than 600
pharmacies in Kosovo. The loan granted to the
company amounts to 1,5 million euro, EBRD further announced.
The funding is extended jointly by the EBRD and
the Enterprise Expansion Fund (ENEF). The Fund is
aimed at supporting small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) with high-growth potential in the Western Balkans and works in cooperation with the Bank.
EBRD is also an investor in the Fund, together with
the European Investment Fund (EIF), the European
Union (EU), the German Investment and Development Bank (DEG), the Development Bank of Austria
(OeEB) and the government of Italy.
ENEF is also a part of a larger SME platform - the
Western Balkans Enterprise Development and Innovation Facility (WB EDIF), EBRD points out. The
platform was established jointly by the EBRD, the
European Union and the European Investment
Bank (EIB) Group.
"We are very pleased to support Santefarm in
the implementation of the company's expansion
plans. We believe that our cooperation will contribute to the growth of the pharmaceutical industry in Kosovo, where significant supply gaps remain. A properly functioning pharmaceutical sector can make a big difference to the quality of people's lives", Fabio Serri, EBRD Regional Head of
SME Finance Development commented.
"We are honoured by the cooperation with the
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EBRD. We are confident that our partnership will
boost Santefarm's development and support the
pharmaceutical industry in Kosovo", Milaim Abdullahu, Managing Director of Santefarm, said.

Source: Santefarm

EBRD had invested more than 225 million euro in
Kosovo - in a total of 51 different business projects
which are mainly in the private sector. The Bank
aims to promote inclusion, green economy, economic resilience and regional integration in the
country, it states on its official website.
A waste-oil recycling project to be implemented in Romania
The Romaian company Green Oil and Lubes SRL
is to receive a loan for the development, construction and operation of a recycling plant for waste
lubricant oils in the Balkan country, the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development said on
its website. The project is granted a club loan
amounting to 38,7 million US dollars, provided by
the EBRD and Banca Comerciala Romana (BCR).
The current financing is a part of a bigger investment program by the company, which aims to receive a total of 57 million US dollars funding for the
full implementation of the project. The goal of Green
Oil and Lubes is to construct a 73 000-metric-tonne

recycling plant in the southern Romanian city of Oltenita. The facility is planned to recycle waste lubricant oils and transform them into base oils for sale
and reuse in the automotive sector and the industry.
Green Oil and Lubes SRL is part of a group of
companies established by the Indian engineer
and businessman Mazarali Kamumiya Saiyed,
EBRD explains.
The group is going to contribute to the investment
program with 26 million US dollars from its own capital. The rest of the funding will be ensured equally
by the EBRD and BCR. The parties signed an
agreement for the building of the facility, which also
guarantees the BCR will grant the Romanian company another 8,7 million euro for working-capital
needs and other expenses related to the implementation of the project.
"By supporting a new recycling facility, the investment addresses a core issue in Romania's transition
to a sustainable and green economy. Resource efficiency and recycling remain areas where there is
significant room for improvement. On average every
liter of lubricant oil generates 0,5 liters of waste lubricant oil. In Romania, only around 50 per cent of this
waste is collected, and it is mainly used as fuel for
producing heat, generating significant quantities of
greenhouse gas emissions", EBRD further informs.
The new company is determined to collect the
majority of recyclable waste oil in Romania and to
develop an attractive and affordable product for local clients. The construction of the recycling facility
will also open about 60 new jobs.
"We are pleased and honored to partner with a
strong and dynamic company such as Green Oil
and Lubes in this exciting venture. It is a highly innovative greenfield investment in Romania and one
that focuses on the circular economy and the environment. The success of this project will demonstrate how business considerations and green con-

Source: Dreamstime

cerns are more and more intertwined in a modern
economy", Matteo Patrone, EBRD Regional Director for Romania and Bulgaria, said.
"Co-financing environmental projects is one of
the strategic directions of BCR and we are glad
that we can contribute to an investment that addresses one of Romania's critical issues, namely,
domestic and industrial recycling facilities. We are
constantly preoccupied with the sustainable and
efficient targeting of financial resources towards
technology, infrastructure, education, environmental protection and, implicitly, quality of life",
Sergiu Manea, CEO of BCR, added.
"We are honored to partner with two major international banks in developing a unique project
in Romania, in a strategic location, on the banks
of the Danube river, which connects eastern and
central Europe, allowing us to fully recycle waste
oil that is collected in the region", Mazarali Kamumiya Saiyed, majority shareholder in Green
Oil and Lubes, noted.
The EBRD has a long-standing commitment to
supporting green energy projects in the region.
Under its Green Economy Transition approach
the Bank is planning to increase its investment
in the field to more than 40 per cent of annual
business investment by 2020, it disclosed in a
press information piece.
The Bank is also the leading investor in Romania.
It has invested a total of over 7,5 billion euro in
about 400 different business projects in the country. Only last year EBRD has financed over 20
projects worth more than 400 million euro.
Banca Comerciala Romana (BCR) is a member
of Erste Group and today is the most important
financial group in Romania. Its operations include
universal banking (retail, corporate and investment banking, treasury and capital markets). It
also has specialized companies on the leasing
market, private pensions, housing banks and
banking services.
EBRD and EU jointly helping SMEs in
Bosnia and Herzegovina
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and the EU announced that
their joint two-year program, supporting the com-

petitiveness of small and medium enterprises in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, has been successfully
implemented so far. During the first one and a half
years of the program the two institutions have
granted small businesses in the Balkan country
multiple small loans amounting to a total of 15,7
million euro. Candidates in the project are expected to receive about 4 million euro more until the
scheduled end of the program.
"Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are
central for economic development. Small businesses and entrepreneurship traditionally represent a
source of growth. They are generators of jobs and
contribute to improvements in production, work productivity and business efficiency. The biggest problem of the private sector and SMEs, aside from
administrative barriers, is the lack of capital. The
experiences of developed countries suggest that
entrepreneurs need to be provided with favorable
financial incentives that would secure the funds for
investments", the EBRD commented on the program implementation.
"We are pleased with the success of the program
and grateful for the EU's continuous support. We
are complementary in our goals and our approach
and working together allows us to make a real impact on the development of the economy in Bosnia
and Herzegovina", Ian Brown, EBRD Head of Office in Bosnia and Herzegovina, added.
"The European Union has established a longlasting cooperation with the EBRD in the implementation of SME support programs in Bosnia
and Herzegovina by complementing EBRD loan
funding with grants coming from IPA, the Instrument for Pre-Accession. These programs have
yielded impressive benefits. The EBRD experience in the EU's SME policy aims to create maximum benefits and further synergies by facilitating
the introduction of EU standards through the provision of adequate advisory services as well as
better access to finance", said Andrea Vera, Head
of Section - Economic Development, Infrastructure and Natural Resources, Delegation of the
European Union to Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The financial support from the EBRD and the EU
is aimed at increasing the SMEs market competitiveness on a local, regional and global scale. So
south-east european
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far 58 projects in the fields of wood processing, metal processing and food
industry have received funding under the program. 44 of them have already
been completed.
Among the local companies that received support is the Padjeni dairy in Bileca.
"In order for a company to
succeed in our market, it
constantly needs to upgrade its production and
products. To make that happen we need to invest in
new technologies and new
products. The EBRD/EU
project has motivated us to
complete an investment of
800 000 euro this year. We
completed a facility with the
Source: Padjeni
capacity to process nearly
60 000 liters of milk a day into 30 different products. As part of the project, we
managed to purchase a yoghurt bottle filling machine, an electric generating unit
and the enlargement of our production hall facility", the company's general manager Nenad Vukoje said.
The EBRD also announced it has invested over 2 billion euro in 146 projects in
Bosnia and Herzegovina so far. The European Union, on the other hand, has
invested over 50 million euro in small and medium-sized enterprises in Bosnia
and Herzegovina during the past 15 years, EBRD added.
NIS continues with the modernization of the Pancevo Oil
Refinery
The next phase of the modernization of Pancevo oil refinery in South Vojvodina, Serbia, was marked with an official ceremony at the facility site. The new
stage of the project, implemented by Naftna Industrija Srbije (NIS), includes the
construction of a Bottom of the Barrel plant with a delayed coking technology.
This step is a new milestone in the development of NIS, Kirill Tyurdenev, CEO
of the company, explained at the ceremony. It is also an important project for the
entire petroleum sector in the country. By expanding its process capacities and
focusing on state-of-the-art technologies, NIS is planning to keep its position
among the leaders on the demanding and competitive regional market of petroleum products, Tyurdenev further stated.
The project expects a total investment of over 300 million euro, which makes it
one of the largest initiatives of its kind in Serbia for the next couple of years. The
completion of the modern plant is scheduled for the third quarter on 2019, the
company also disclosed at the ceremony.
With the completion of the Bottom of the Barrel project NIS is continuing the
constant modernization of its facilities and operations, the company stated. Its
general goal is to be a reliable supplier of top-quality fuels to the Serbian
market. NIS expects that the new plant will help of the optimal exploit of the
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Source: Nis

Pancevo oil refinery capacity. The company also plans to increase the facility's processing efficiency from 86 to 99,2%. According to an official statement
on NIS's website, this measure will lead to an increase in the production of
high-quality petrol and diesel and mark the beginning of producing coke. This
product is currently being imported to Serbia.
"I would like to thank Gazprom Neft for the enormous effort and energy
which they have been putting in for 3 years now together with the Serbian
part of NIS to work out a plan and make an agreement on how to go ahead
with the bottom of the barrel process. Here we are at the construction site
today and we expect excellent results of the bottom of the barrel processing
in 2 years. Up to this point, NIS's investments have ensured that we have
the finest fuel in this part of Europe, which you may recognize when you
travel for a holiday, you may notice that the quality of petrol and diesel in
Serbia is much better than in the neighboring countries", Serbian president
Aleksandar Vucic said at the ceremony.
"We are turning a new page in the history of the development of NIS. By
launching the Bottom of the Barrel Project at the Pancevo Oil Refinery, we are
entering the second stage of the process of modernizing this complex. The first
stage in the modernization process has made it possible for this refinery to join
the leading ones in Europe in this field. When the second stage is completed,
this refinery in Pancevo will rank equal with the refineries across the globe, since
we will have the depth of processing at 99%. Since 2009, we have already
invested over 2,5 billion euro in development", Alexander Dyukov, chairman of
the Management Board of Gazprom Neft, commented.
"Investing in the construction of the bottom of the barrel plant will be conducive
to the security and sustainability of Naftna Industrija Srbije, while at the same
time ensuring smooth oil operations, which is of extreme importance to our
economy, domestic product and Serbia in general", Aleksandar Antic, Serbian
minister of mining and energy, pointed out.
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Manufacturing of metal tools and parts
in Slovenia
Metal processing industry is a strong industrial
branch within the Slovenian national economy and
is generally considered to be at the top range of
Slovenian manufacturing industries. Within it, the
traditional business relationships with Europe's and
the world's most prominent businesses are based
on a modern technology, considerable professional expertise and total quality assurance. Due to various historical, geographical, and other reasons, the
prime export market is the demanding and highly
competitive European Union. However, considering the importance of having a global presence, the
Slovenian metal processing sector also enlarges
onto the East Balkans, Near, Middle and Far East
as well as East and Central Europe, Asia and both
South and North America. Moreover, according to
the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Slovenia, the share of non-EU export is rising constantly.
Permanent innovation and improvement in all fields
- be it product, production process or business conduct - is considered mandatory.
The metal processing industry of Slovenia as a
sector encompasses three main activity fields: metalworking, machine-building, and transport means
manufacturing. As already said, it is considered one
of the strongest sectors within national manufacturing industries, and these three activity field are a
huge reason for that. The sector employs 34% of
employees in the country, generates 31% of export
and 31% of income of all manufacturing companies, claims a report conducted by the Chamber of
Commerce and Industry of Slovenia. The total number of employees in the metal processing industry
is about 54 000 people in 3000 companies.
The latest total income official data for the metalprocessing industry in Slovenia informs that in 2014,
7,5 billion euro of total income were realized. The
foreign trade represents almost 70% of that income.
Also in 2014, the metalprocessing industry made
1,97 billion euro in value added, one of the indicators
of business performance, which represents almost
30% share of the entire national manufacturing industries. Value added levels per employee differed
from branch to branch, but they were highest in the
transport equipment industry. A greater portion of the

export value is a result of foreign sales from motor
vehicle producers and automotive industry suppliers.
Forging, steel constructions, mechanical parts and
components and machine building are also among
strongest exporters. The majority of products exported are sold in the European Union (mainly Germany,
France, Italy, Austria).
But the Balkan region is a traditional export market
and the Far East, fast growing markets are also becoming an increasingly common export destination.
In general, the metal processing industry of Slovenia boasts a long industrial tradition. The country
itself is often coupled with a good command of foreign languages (90% of the population is able to
communicate in at least one foreign language and
70% of the population in at least two of them), which
forms a competitive edge. The technologicallyminded, highly educated employees represent a
workforce that is not cheap, but cost effective,
claims the Slovenian chamber of commerce, underlining that in the metal processing industries,
16% of all employees have an university degree
and 62% have a secondary school diploma.
In the current issue 1/2018 of the South-East European Industrial Market magazine we take a look at
some of the most prominent companies that manufacture metal tools and part within the larger market
of Slovenia's metal processing industry. Information
on these companies is take in by official data by the
country's chamber of industry and commerce, as well
as from said companies' own official websites.

MANUFACTURE OF METAL
STRUCTURES AND PARTS
Arcont

The joint - stock company Arcont is by its yearly
output and market position one of the leading European manufacturers of prefabricated accommodation units, which can be assembled in bigger objects. Their products supply industrial as well as
residential sectors, as well as serve for diverse
technological processes. The company exports to
Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France,

Source: Arkont

Germany, Haiti, Hungary, Italy, Montenegro, Poland, Serbia, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom.
The company currently has modern, fully-automated plants in the production and painting areas.
It employs more than 700 people.
"The distribution of containers (sale and rental)
throughout Europe is organised by CONTAINEX.
The working relationship of over 30 years with the
private Austrian business culminated in the year
2000 with the majority takeover by CONTAINEX. In
subsequent years, we have intensively worked on
the continued expansion of robotic systems for the
production of accommodation units", say company
representatives.
Container
Container is a medium-sized company that first
started its operations in the 1970s when it produced
simple transport containers and steel constructions.
Nowadays, the production programme includes
making of special transport and storage containers, making of containers for ecology and energy
and protection systems.
The company specializes in the production of special transportation and warehouse containers, steel
constructions, equipment for storing flammable
substances, refuse and waste containers/bins, portable compactors and steel constructions. Other
services include testing containers, bending, cutting steel and hot dip galvanizing.
"The company continues with the tradition of more
than 40 years of container production. At the begin-
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ning, mainly standard models were produced. In the
last decade, with a strong support from the development department and investment in technologically
highly supported production and professional per-

Source: Container

sonnel we have been making more demanding (special) containers," claims the company website.
The target regions and countries where Container
exports are Austria, Belgium, Germany, Serbia, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and the United States.

"We closely follow technological development and
constantly modernize our production. We can offer our
clients services ranging from project planning, consulting and manufacturing to installation on the spot. We
have also acquired an international certificate for welding under the standard ISO 3834. We have all necessary licenses and certificates for our products. The entire operations have also been certified under the standard ISO 9001/2000", states the company.
KOVIT projekti
KOVIT projekti specializes in the manufacture of
pressure vessels, machine parts and other welded
to the total weight of about 20 000 kg of product. It
is headquartered in Trbovlje, Nasipi 50, and it's a
privately owned company with about 40 employees. Main target regions and countries for exports
are Austria, Croatia, Germany, Serbia, Switzerland.

Kovinc
Founded in 1979, Kovnic is a manufacturer of structures, plates, rods, angles, shapes and the like made
of iron, steel or aluminium. It was established in 1979
as a family company and has been growing and improving its production program throughout the years.
Production is taking place on a total of 3500 sq. m
Source: Kovit

The company mainly specializes in the manufacture
of pressure vessels, machine parts and other welded
parts and other industrial equipment including in the
field of hydro-mechanical equipment or products to the
total weight of the product about 30 000 kg.
Source: Kovinc

productions and storage area; also available is an additional 5000 sq. m of (partially roofed) area. The number of employees exceeds 35 mechanical engineering experts. Kovnic specializes in three production programs - metal internal equipment program, light and
medium heavy metal constructions program, program
for a comprehensive graphic image of buildings.

gion of China, India, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, Republic of South Africa, Singapore, Southern Africa, United States.

Source: Palfinger Marine

Palfinger Marine is classified as a manufacturer
of metal structures and parts that deals with: derricks; cranes; mobile lifting frames, straddle carriers and works trucks fitted with a crane; bridges
and bridge-sections of iron or steel; towers and lattice masts of iron or steel; other structures and parts
of structures, plates, rods, angles, shapes and the
like, of iron, steel or aluminium.
Tegometall Oprema Trgovin
Tegometall Inzeniring is a part of the Tegometall
Group, which is one of the leading shopfitting equipment manufacturers in Europe. The origin of the
Tegometall Group dates back to the year 1966. Today, the distribution network of the Tegometall
Group extends throughout the whole of Europe,
and it has a manufacturing facility in Slovenia as
well. The factory provides components of shopfitting equipment, from standard shelves to individually designed shopfitting equipment, whereas in
certain facilities also wire shopfitting and warehouse equipment is manufactured.

Nafta Strojna
Nafta Strojna is a medium-sized company with
about 107 employees that was established in 1945.
Its main activity is the manufacture of metal structures and parts, and more precisely prefabricated
buildings of metal, bridges and bridge-sections of
iron or steel, sandwich panels of coated steel sheet,
as well as other structures and parts of structures,
plates, rods, angles, shapes and the like.

Source: Tegometall Oprema

Source: Nafta Strojna

The business operations additionally include design, installation and maintenance services for the
process industries. Naftra Strojna's exports comprise 30% of total income, and it exports to Austria, Finland, France, Germany, Norway, and the
United Kingdom.
Palfinger Marine
Palfinger Marine Maribor is a subsidiary of the
Salzburg-based Hubert Palfinger Technologies.
The Slovenian subsidiary is a medium-sized enterprise that was established in 2005 and exports
to various countries - Austria, Chile, China,
Croatia, Hong Kong Special Administrative Re10
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Its main export destinations are Algeria, Austria,
Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Czech
Republic, Estonia, France, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Montenegro, Netherlands, Poland, Republic of Macedonia, Romania, Russian Federation, Serbia, Sweden, Ukraine, United Kingdom.
"Today, our company employs 100 employees in
Slovenia in the shopfitting equipment production
business. Thus, Tegometall Inzeniring is one of the
largest shopfitting equipment suppliers in the southeastern and eastern Europe", states the company's corporate website.
Trimo
Trimo is a leading European company developing original and complete solutions for steel
buildings, roofs, facades, steel constructions,
modular units, and sound and insulation systems. Trimo sells its products and services under its own brand across 60 countries worldwide,
has a sales network in 25 countries and produc-

but later started gravitating more and more from
manufacturing unique products towards mass
production of its own tools. Nowadays it deals
with Tool production for plastic injection and
metal cutting out; production of plastic and metal parts for automotive and ski industry; defence products (soldier equipment, plastic
blank ammunition, plastic and metal links,
weapon barrels, pistol).

Forstek
Forstek is a company with over 50 years of experience in the production of glass moulds, whose deep
roots lie in the glass industry, having being created from
a tool production, repair and maintenance workshop of
the Hrastnik Glassworks. It was founded in 1993 and
initially was a subsidiary of the Hrastnik Glassworks but
soon established itself as a separate company at a new
location: in Dol pri Hrastnik. Decades of producing glass
moulds have transformed Forstek into a specialist for
the production of extremely technically complex con-

Source: Trimo

The company is classified as a producer of prefabricated buildings of metal, sandwich panels of
coated steel sheet, and ther structures and parts of
structures, plates, rods, angles, shapes and the
like, of iron, steel or aluminium. The target regions
and countries for export are international - Afghanistan, Belarus, Bulgaria, Estonia, Georgia, Iceland,
Iraq, Mexico, Netherlands, Russia, Switzerland,
Turkey, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom,
United States, and others.
MANUFACTURE OF HAND TOOLS
Arex
The company Arex was established 20 years
ago from the tool department of the former Iskra company. It was tool-making oriented at first,

Source: Arex

Arex is also an export-oriented company that supplies the European markets of Austria, Belgium,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom.
"Most employees are below 40 years old. That
proves Arex is future oriented and by all age
groups being strongly represented the company
ensures the dynamics of production processes
and customer relations on the one hand, as well
as expertise and prudence on the other. The
knowledge and experience of senior generations
is passed on to younger colleagues", states the
company on its official website.

Source: Forstek

structions and various shapes of moulds for all types of
glass product producing technologies. Years ago, our
activities expanded to the production of moulds required
for blow moulding plastics and of parts required by sailboats (the nautical industry).
Globevnik
Globevnik is a small-sized enterprise that was established in Slovenia in 1992 and has its headquarters
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tion facilities in Slovenia, Serbia, and Russia.
"Since its formation in 1961 Trimo has established
itself as one of Europe's leading companies developing original and complete building envelope solutions
(facades and roofs), steel constructions and modular
space solutions", say company representatives.

SEE INDUSTRY

in the city of Kranj. It has 24 employees. The company's main activity in accordance with the Statistical
classification of economic activities in the European
Community (NACE) is the manufacture of hand tools.
Globevnik produces and sells cutting tools for the
processing of metal, wood and plastic. It is also
sometimes actively involved in the process of designing more demanding cutting tools. It operates
mostly on the Slovenian market with 5% of income
being the share of exports. The target regions and
countries of the company are Austria, Croatia, Germany, and the Republic of Macedonia.

"Gorenje Orodjarna is an indispensable link in the
holistic home appliance design and development
process at Gorenje; in addition, it has also established itself as a major partner of the European automotive industry as well as other branches of industry characterised by highly sophisticated technology", explain company officials.
MVA
MVA was established in 1991 by Vedral Miha as
the sole owner and director of the company. It
specializes in the production and development of

Gorenje Orodjarna
Gorenje Orodjarna is a major toolmaking company in Slovenia and a subsidiary of the internationally established Gorenje Group. Orodjarna's core line
of business involves the development, manufacturing, marketing and maintenance of a variety of tools

Source: MVA
Source: Gorenje Orodjarna

for sheet metal processing, injection moulding, thermoforming and Styrofoam packaging, as well as
measuring systems for the control and testing of
appliance functions and safety features.
More than 200 people are employed at the
company. Gorenje Orodjarna is also a member
of the Slovenian Tool and Die Development Centre and a member of the Automotive Cluster of
Slovenia. It frequently takes part in major national technology & development projects, international projects EUREKA and EraSME, and other
international projects.
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leather production; Installation services of other
special-purpose machinery; Repair and maintenance services of machinery for plastics and rubber; Repair and maintenance services of other fabricated metal products; Repair and maintenance
services of machinery for textile, apparel and leather production. Additionally, Phos exports to Croatia
and the Russian Federation.
Sodalis
Since its establishment in 1990 Slovenian-based
manufacturer Sodalis has developed into a global
business, reaching markets from Europe, Canada,
North and South America, Asia, and Africa.
"With its own production, technical and technological documentation, SODALIS is one of the leading producers of tools for briquetting in the world.
Our production programs range from HBI process
technology to other metallurgical and ore industry
covering wide manufacturing areas. With our administrative building, production facilities and
through a worldwide cooperation with various suppliers of materials and services, SODALIS is able
to offer superior quality at competitive prices",
states the Sodalis.
The company has production capabilities such as
briquetting of diverse types of materials and minerals, iron ore treating, manufacture of feeding and
transport appliances, manufacture of pressing tools
for roller presses for cold and hot briquetting of iron
ore, manufacture of diverse parts based on individual specifications an requirements.

various metal and plastic components. The company states on its official website that it offers its
clients a whole range of production services: consulting and product planning, mould making, production of special purpose machines and tools,
high pressure aluminium die casting, plastic injection moulding, CNC machining, metal forming and
also packaging of finished products.
"Our goal is perfection, that is why our services, production processes and products are being constantly developed, upgraded and improved", writes the company.
MVA also exports its production to several
companies - Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Germany, Italy, and Macedonia.

Unior
Unior is a joint-stock company and one of the largest Slovenian exporters. It has four production segments: forged parts, hand tools, machine tools and
activities in tourism.

Phos
Phos is a micro Slovenian company that was established in 2005. Its activities in accordance with
CPA classification include the manufacture of:
Book-binding machinery, including book-sewing
machines; Machinery, apparatus and equipment,
for type-setting, for preparing or making printing
blocks, plates; Offset printing machinery, excluding
those of the office type; Other printing machinery,
excluding those of the office type; Auxiliary machinery for use with machines for working textiles; textile printing machinery; Photo-copying apparatus
incorporating an optical system or of the contact
type and thermocopying apparatus; Centrifugal
clothes dryers; Dryers for wood, paper pulp, paper
or paperboard; non-domestic dryers n.e.c.; Moulds;
moulding boxes for metal foundry; mould bases;
moulding patterns; Tool holders and self-opening
dieheads, for machine tools; Installation services of
industrial machinery and equipment for plastic and
rubber production; Installation services of industrial
machinery and equipment for textiles, apparel and

Source: Unior

"The interwoven and complementary nature between various departments is one of our most important advantages, since it enriches our offering
and the resulting high competitiveness opens the
doors for us to demanding foreign markets and allows for the achievement of the planned development vision," says the corporate website.
The company has been committed to high quality, high utilization of own capacities, to productivity extension as well as to elevated profitability. The company operates in compliance with the
quality certification system of the International
Standard ISO 9001.
Among Unior's activities are the production of
hand saws, blades for saws of all kinds; interchangeable tools for hand tools, whether or not
power-operated, or for machine tools; Safety
headgear and other safety products; Hinges,
mountings, fittings and similar articles, suitable
for motor vehicles, doors, windows, furniture and
the like, of base metal, and others.

SEE EXHIBITIONS

Light + Building 2018 will focus on aesthetics
and smartification
The upcoming iteration of the lighting industry's
largest exhibition in Europe - Light + Building,
will take place from 18 to 23 March 2018 in
Frankfurt am Main. It will be united under a new
motto - "Connected - Secure - Convenient" , and
held with new main themes, a new special exhibition and an additional exhibition hall. The event
organizers from Messe Frankfurt expect that
Light + Building will yet again bring together all
power-controlled building-services systems and
will promote integrated building planning with a
product spectrum unrivalled in both horizontal
and vertical terms. So far, major market leaders
have already registered for the fair, and a total
of 2600 exhibitors are prepared to show off their
latest products and innovations onto the world
market for lighting, electrical technology and
house and building automation.
"Light + Building is the setting for big ideas and
decisive impulses. Accordingly, we are delighted
with the very positive exhibitor response and are
sure that the coming edition of Light + Building will
once again underscore its unparalleled function as
the leading trade fair for the sector", stated the
President and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of
Messe Frankfurt Wolfgang Marzin.
Safety and security technology as a
major accent
The combination of different systems, such as
video monitoring and access control, their interconnection and integration in building automation are some of the aspects that Messe Frankfurt as identified as points of interest to the industry and to everyday users. For that, the areas for house and building automation, powercontrolled safety and security technology will be
organized concurrently in Hall 9.1 at Light +
Building 2018. The idea is to create a focal point,
or a so-called centre for integrated building-services technology, which will offer the visitors a
complete overview of the entire spectrum of
house and building automation, as well as electric safety and security technology.
The new location will become home to the special
show called "SECURE! Connected Security in
Buildings" and the Intersec Forum, which will take
place on four days from 19 to 22 March 2018. Moreover, in addition to the concentrated presentation
in Hall 9.1, some of the leading industry manufacturers will present their innovations from the sectors of safety and security technology in other halls
of Frankfurt Fair and Exhibition Centre.
The "SECURE! Connected Security in Buildings" special show is intended to give visitors
an insight into the way innovative technical solutions can make a building more efficient economically, and able to take account of the individual users' needs. The show will include distinctive exhibitors presentations and will take
three specific applications (hotel - office - industry), blending all aspects from the point of
view of security and user interfaces.

Top themes will be aesthetics and smartification
The Lighting product segment at Light + Building
2018 will greatly focus on the presentation of the
latest design trends in the lighting market. This
year's event has two main focal points - the exhibitors will unite under the themes "Aesthetics and
well-being in harmony" and " The smartification of
everyday life". The participating companies are expected to exhibit high level of
design expertise within the
first major theme.
"Digitalization has paved
the way for a new dimension
of luminaire design, and lighting-technology innovations
are shifting the spotlight to
people and their personal
needs, as shown by the increasing significance of Human Centric Lighting (HCL).
This involves, inter alia, the
effects of light on people and
on their health, performance
capability and well-being",
outline the organizers of the
fair.
Messe Frankfurt also underlines that in the case of
HCL, digitalization is also the
key to street-lighting management and is the prerequisite for a variety of other services, such as charging
points for e-mobility, W-LAN
infrastructure, sensor technology for surveillance, loudspeakers for emergency announcements and emergency-call buttons. As it's enriched with supplementary
functions of this kind, street lighting offers interesting smart-city lighting concepts and is an important
factor for the creation of smart cities.
The companies that will exhibit at Light + Building
will present luminaire design of all kinds, technical
lighting and lamps in a variety of versions and for
all applications. A big selection of lighting components and accessories, as well as outdoor and
street lighting, will also be in stock for the visitors of
the fair in Halls 1 (Design Trend Spot) to 6, as well
as Hall 10 and the Forum.
The smartification of everyday life
Light + Building 2018 will also present the key
role of electrical technology and house and building automation in regard to the construction and
operation of intelligent and networked buildings.
The second main theme, smartification of everyday life, will explore the electrical technology that
plays a crucial part in building-services technology and the cross-sectional technologies oriented towards holistic solutions. As such, the elec-

trical solutions to be found at the event will also
be demonstrated in the context of other disciplines, such as lighting and building automation.
Building automation for example plays an important role - because the increasing interlinkage and
digitalisation of electrical installations increases
the quality of life at home and at work. At Light +
Building, various industry representatives and
major market players will present solutions and

technologies oriented towards low energy consumption, modern safety and security expectations, as well as individual creative options and a
high level of comfort. This will include a range of
energy-efficient building-system solutions, electrical installations and building infrastructure in Hall
8.0. In Hall 11.0, everything revolves around electrical installation and networking technology while
design-oriented electrical installations and building-systems technology are in Hall 11.1.
Additionally, the leading exhibition is also
characterized by a multi-faceted complementary programme of events for all trade visitors,
i.e., architects, engineers, planners, interior architects, designers, artisans, the trade and industry, from special exhibitions and expert lecture to trend presentations.
In anticipation of the upcoming edition of the fair,
the South East European Market magazine presents an interview with Maria Hasselman, Director
Brand Management at Light + Building.
south-east european
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SEE NEWS
Yaskawa is building a robot
factory in Slovenia

The number of Bulgarian
companies at Light + Building
has increased
Maria Hasselman,
Director Brand Management
at Light + Building

Source: Yaskawa

Yaskawa has launched the construction of a
new robot manufacturing facility in Slovenia, the
Japanese automation company announced. It plans
to produce 80% of its European robot demand in
the facility. In addition, the factory will manufacture
the first Motoman robots that are purely European
production, the company added.
The Asian robot maker is investing about 25
mln. euro in this expansion of its European operations, opening approximately 200 new job positions.
Yaskawa currently employs around 350 development and application engineers in Europe, the company stated in its press release.
The new robot plant in Slovenia, along with two
other large projects in Europe - a new production
and office center in Nantes, France and a new factory with office workstations in Torsas, Sweden,
are scheduled to be completed by the end of 2018.
Yaskawa is also expanding the production and
warehouse space of its European headquarters for
the manufacturing of robotics in Allershausen, Germany with 4000 extra square meters.

Coca-Cola expands its Bulgarian
operations

Source: Coca-Cola Bulgaria

The Bulgarian unit of Coca-Cola Hellenic Bottling (HBC) is investing 20 million euro by the end
of 2018 in the expansion of its factory in Kostinbrod, near the capital Sofia, the company announced. It plans to construct a water main to the
town in order to improve the facility's operations
and its production capacity. The project is expected to improve the working capacity of the factory
with 30%, Svetoslav Atanasov, CEO of Coca-Cola
HBC Bulgaria, said in an official statement.
In 2018 the global brand celebrates its 25th anniversary on the Bulgarian market. The new investment is another step aimed at strengthening the
company's business in the country after it decided
to relocate all its Finance and HR working places
from Weimar, Germany to Bulgaria.
During its 25-year development in the country
HBC has invested in the local market a total of 550
million euro. The company employs about 2000
workers. "The aim of the new investment is to make
the Sofia-based manufacturing plant a regional center and to export production to other countries in
the region and to more distant countries", Sofia
Invest Agency concluded.
14
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The next edition of the Light + Building international exhibition is upcoming. What are your expectations as an
organizer?
Naturally, we are looking forward to a great
event! After all, Light + Building is the world's
leading trade fair for the sector, which gives exhibitors an unrivalled opportunity to present
their company and products to a broad audience of trade visitors from all around the globe.
At the same time, it is the place to make new
contacts and to find the right business partners.
Moreover, Light + Building is the international
trade fair for decision makers: 53 percent of all
visitors have purchasing and decision-making
authority. Never has there been a better chance
to do business with the whole world than by taking part in just one event in Frankfurt am Main after all, around half of the 216 000 visitors
come from outside Germany.
A trade fair of innovations, Light + Building
brings together all power-controlled buildingservices systems and promotes integrated
building planning with a spectrum of products
unrivalled in both horizontal and vertical terms.
In line with the high level of dynamism in the
sector, the outlook for Light + Building 2018
could hardly be better. All market leaders have
registered, and we expect a total of around
2600 exhibitors to launch their new products
onto the world market for lighting, electrical engineering and home and building automation.
Light + Building is a great source of ideas and
decisive impulses. Now, it is set to confirm its
unique position as the world's leading trade fair
for the sector in 2018.
How many and what kind of Southeastern European companies will participate this year? Which country is most
represented and what, in your opinion,
is the reason for that?
The pace of development in the various countries does indeed differ greatly. On the whole,
however, the number of companies from the individual countries taking part has grown continuously over recent years. Moreover, many companies are catering for the demand from their

own market before turning to the export market. Naturally, successful companies must also
prepare for the export market and Light + Building is a good starting point to do so.
What is the position of Bulgarian companies in the event? How has that position developed through the years?
It is noticeable that the number of Bulgarian companies taking part has increased over recent years.
Many of them use Light + Building as a gateway to
a successful export market. To date, 14 Bulgarian
companies have registered to exhibit at Light +
Building 2018.
Based on participants in Light + Building over the years, what are your observations on the lighting solutions market
in the SEE region? Is it competitive with
others in terms of quality of the products offered?
Light + Building presents the complete international range of products for all applications
and all different markets, each of which has its
own very different requirements. At the world's
biggest trade fair for lighting and building-services technology, the industry shows intelligent
and interconnected solutions, future-oriented
technologies and the latest design trends,
which increase not only the economic efficiency of a building but also the level of comfort,
safety and security of users - from complete
product lines to custom manufacturing, everything is represented.

EE & RE, Smart Cities and Save the Planet are among
the leading B2B events in South-East Europe (SEE).
Taking place on 27 - 29 March in Sofia, Bulgaria, the
initiative depicts a comprehensive insight on the perspective business niches in the Region.
"The participating internationally recognized companies will develop their network into SE Europe and will
interact with key industry players." - shares the organizer Via Expo. Combining an exhibition and a conference
in its format, the event promotes how advanced technologies can turn the environmental challenges into new
profitable opportunities.
As of now leading companies from Austria, Belgium,
Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Italy, Lithuania, Poland, Spain, Switzerland,
the Netherlands and Turkey have confirmed their participation. Some of them offer business opportunities
for distribution, while others are looking for contact with
industry and agriculture representatives, municipalities
that aim to improve their resource efficiency and reduce their costs.
Among the participants are: Amandus Kahl, Balkanika
Energy, CPM Europe, DanStoker Poland, Dutch Dryers,
Ecotech Systems, Ekoterm Proekt , ElectiQube, Fronius,
Herz, Kara Energy, QuattroGI, Iltekno Ileri Teknoloji Muhendislik ve Ticaret A.S., National Cluster for Intelligent
Transport and Energy Systems, Termopompeni Sistemi,
Verdo Energy, Artein Group, ATI Environnement, Gebruder Paschev GmbH, Geocycle Bulgaria, Here, Hitachi Zosen Inova, Dahua Technology Bulgaria, Innova,
Kamandur Industrial Knives, Komptech, Krickl Waagen
Systeme GmbH, Meva Bulgaria, M&M Fruit, Molok OY,
Steinert GmbH, etc. An Austrian Pavilion will be realized for the 9th year in a row.
Highlights of the Exhibitions:
 Solutions for heating and cooling: Biomass boilers
and pellets stoves; Heat pumps; Air conditioners;
 Systems for the production of pellets from wood,
straw, sunflower husks, municipal / household waste
 Biogas installations; Ice and snow melting systems
 Cogeneration and trigeneration
 Turnkey plants and systems for waste-to-energy
recovery
 Production and storage of solar energy; System for
predicting, balancing and managing non-balances
 Screw technology for hydro energy
 Energy-efficient home, industry, street lighting
















Low energy buildings
Consulting and EU funding tools; Energy trade, etc.
M2M, IoT, wireless technologies
BMS, BAS and home automation, software and hardware
Telematics - transport, public administration, fire-protection systems
Mapping data and related services for road networks,
buildings, parks and traffic patterns
Biowaste utilization: composting, fermentation, biomass mechanical -biological waste treatment, anaerobic digestion plants; Processing of refuse-derived
fuels; Dryers
Recycling: equipment for sorting, shredding, washing dosing, re-granulation, compounding and extrusion; Knives and spare parts
Incinerators, hazardous waste treatment and disposal
Waste collection: containers, bins; Satellite navigation
În-board weighing and identification systems
Services and programs for sustainable and professional waste management
Good practices and EU funding tools; Models for a
public-private partnership, etc.

Smart Cities: Digital Transition Partnership - Part of
the Urban Agenda for the EU; Transforming Cities for
the Digital Era - SAP; Good Practices in Italy and the
Importance of Computerized Processes by Innova; Watify Campaign for the Modernization of European industry; Smart Cities in Romania
Waste Management: The LIFE programme - the EU
funding tool for the Environment and Climate Action;
New Business Models for Circular Economy; Dutch Circular Developments & Experience; Waste Management
& Recycling Solutions
The virtual platform will facilitate the contacts among
exhibitors and users of environmental solutions and
technologies. It will be active before and after event.

There is still time to join the event!

Conferences Topics:
EE & RE: Cryogenic Energy Storage; Workshop: "Facing the Challenges of the New Energy Technologies";
Workshop of Euroheat & Power - Sustainable heating
and cooling in Europe and beyond

www.viaexpo.bg
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